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by Minka Kent

A sequel to the best-selling The Triumph
of the Sun finds a heartbroken Amber
joining her twin on a mining venture in the
wilds of Abyssinia before an invasion on
the border threatens her reconciliation
with Penrod.

I know how she takes her tea, how she
organizes her closet. I know she calls
her mother on Mondays, takes barre on
Thursdays, and meets her friends for
drinks on Fridays.But more important
than any of that … I know what she did.

The 18th abduction
by James Patterson

Lost rroses
oses : a no
novvel

Detective Lindsay Boxer teams up with
intrepid journalist Cindy Thomas to
investigate the disappearance of three
schoolteachers amid rumors of a
notorious Eastern European war criminal
spotted on the streets of San Francisco.

by Martha Hall Kelly

The big kkah
ahuna
una
by Janet Evanovich
Nick Fox and Kate O’Hare have their work
cut out for them in a wild adventure that
features a stoner, an Instagram model, a
Czech oligarch and a missing unicorn.

The daugh
daughtter's ttale
ale : a no
novvel
by Armando Lucas Correa
A tale of love and redemption based on
the 1944 Oradour-Sur-Glane massacre
follows an octogenarian's receipt of a
cache of letters, written by her mother
during World War II, that uncover
decades of secrets.

The in
invit
vited
ed
by Jennifer McMahon
When an inspired effort to build her
dream home is overshadowed by
discoveries about her rural property's
violent past, a former history teacher
becomes obsessed with the stories of
three generations of local women who
died under suspicious circumstances.

Based on true events, a tale set a
generation before Lilac Girls traces the
stories of three women, including
Caroline Ferriday's mother, a Romanov
cousin and a fortune-teller's daughter,
against a backdrop of the Russian
revolution and World War I.
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by Pitchaya Sudbanthad
A house in flooded Bangkok reflects a
confluence of lives shaped by upheaval,
from a homesick missionary doctor, to a
haunted jazz pianist in the age of rock, to
a woman who would escape her political
past.

The mist
mister
er
by E. L James
After he inherits his family’s noble title,
wealth and estates, Maxim Trevelyan
must fight his desire for an enigmatic
woman who’s recently arrived in England,
possessing little more than a dangerous
past. Author of Fifty Shades of Grey.

The last time I saw yyou
ou : a no
novvel
by Liv Constantine
Supported by her childhood best friend in
the aftermath of her mother's murder, a
prominent heart surgeon receives
threatening taunts from the killer and
risks her mental stability .

